About Sierra Leone - Geography Hidden Word Game For Kids

Read the sentences below. Visit our Easy Geography for Kids page Sierra Leone to find the missing words.

Write them in the empty spaces and find these hidden words in the puzzle!

[Words might be hidden horizontally, vertically and perhaps even back to front and diagonally...!]

1. Sierra Leone was an important country during the slave __________.
2. British ships would patrol the coasts of Africa and returned any slaves they found to Freetown. __________ slaves often escaped to Freetown and after the Civil War, many slaves returned to Africa, via this city.
3. Sierra Leone is a small country, slightly larger than South Carolina. It sits along the Atlantic Ocean, with Guinea to the north and __________, and Liberia to the south.
4. A Portuguese __________ gave the country its name, which means “__________ mountains” in 1462.
5. Sierra Leone has miles of coastal plains, followed by muddy swamps. Further inland lie __________, jungles and farmlands. To the far east is a mountain __________.
6. __________ ruled Sierra Leone from 1808 until 1961. The country became a __________ with an elected __________.

Learn about Sierra Leone and more here: http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-sierra-leone/
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